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As a pioneer in taking action to address gender balance on
boards, WOB has always been mindful it should not
become a club of privileged white Anglo women that 
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For interview contact Claire Braund 
+61 0409 981 781
wob-aus@womenonboards.net

Key Findings                               

Cultural background / ethnicity

Identifying as Australian

Languages spoken

Country of birth

Religion

Global experience

Missing out on opportunities

The board impact

Claire Braund
Executive Director, Women on Boards

simply replaces men of the same cultural heritage
and background. In capturing the voices and
experiences of culturally diverse women, the survey
demonstrates how the intersection of being female
AND from a culturally diverse background impacts
opportunities to secure board roles
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629

The inaugural Women on Boards (WOB)
survey on the cultural background of its
members and broader stakeholders was
conducted in July 2021. It is the first survey
to look at the issue from the perspective of
women actively seeking board roles, rather
than canvass the views of Non-Executive
Directors on cultural diversity. The survey was
based on Diversity Council Australia’s
recommended “Counting Culture Survey",
with additional questions for WOB’s context.

Earlier reports by Diversity Council Australia
(2017)  and the Australian Human Rights
Commission (2018)  acknowledge that
culturally diverse individuals are
underrepresented in the leadership of the
public and private sectors. The lack of
cultural diversity on boards has been well
established by various previous reports,
including research done by the WOB Cultural 
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Diversity Committee in 2020, which found
that just 5.2% of all positions on ASX Boards
(including Company Secretaries and
Managing Directors) were held my men or
women on non-Anglo origin.

Undertaken in July 2021 through Women on
Boards' email newsletters and social media
channels, the survey received 629 responses. 

This report by Women on Boards is the first
to look at the issue from the perspective of
women actively seeking board roles. It
captures their voices and real experiences,
demonstrating how the intersection of being
female and from a culturally-diverse
background, increases the difficulty of
obtaining board roles.

My accent arrived
before I could explain
my background and
experience.

respondents

Respondent comment

Diversity Council Australia, Cracking the Glass-Cultural Ceiling (2017)

3

1

2

3 Women on Boards, Board Gender Diversity Index Report, 2020

Australian Human Rights Commission, Leading for Change: A Blueprint for
Cultural Diversity and Inclusive Leadership Revisited (2018)
Census 2016

cont...
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Executive Summary cont..

Overall the results revealed that 30% of

respondents believe they have missed out

on a board or committee opportunity

because of their cultural background. This

increased to 53% for those born overseas

compared with 17% for Australian born. 

Survey respondents revealed a rich diversity

of cultural backgrounds, identifying with  92

different cultural backgrounds, with 0.6%

identifying as Aboriginal or Torres Strait

Islanders. The network is rich, with 52%

having global experience, working/living

across 102 different countries. 

Overall 77% percent of respondents hold

Board or Committee roles. Further insights

show that this reduces to 53% for overseas

born respondents and increases to 70% for

those born in Australia.

However, respondents not born in Australia

are more likely to sit on boards domiciled

outside of Australia (10%), compared with

5% for respondents born in Australia.

Respondents born in Australia are more likely

to sit on an ASX (3%) and Government

boards (28%) compared to respondents born

overseas, which were 2 % & 19%

respectively. This should be qualified by the

fact the survey didn’t ask whether

respondents have Australian citizenship,

which may be a contributing factor.

Established in 2006 to improve gender

balance on boards and in leadership roles

across Australia, Women on Boards

expanded its scope in 2020 to establish a

Cultural Diversity Committee to join with

organisations in addressing the barriers to

opportunity for women of non-Anglo/Celtic

background.

This survey was viewed as a critical early step

to establish the profile and needs of the

Women on Boards membership, as a

precursor to further initiatives. 

Women on Boards has committed to 10

actions on the back of the Counting Culture

Survey, which include actively promoting and

championing culturally diverse and First

Nations women into board roles and critically

reviewing its own training programs,

practices and branding to ensure it becomes

more inclusive.
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Cultural diversity on boards is not a simple
thing to solve. Our aim is to bring in
partners and collaborate, to be more
impactful as a multicultural society. While
talent and culture remain priorities in
boardrooms, having a culturally diverse
board will reflect its true strength.

Mahjabeen Zaman
Chair, WOB Cultural Diversity Committee
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About this Survey
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The Women on Boards Cultural Diversity
Committee undertook a survey of all WOB
members and the wider WOB network to
better understand the cultural diversity of
our membership and key stakeholders and
to identify areas for review or
improvement.
 
A key goal of WOB’s Cultural Diversity
Committee is to see more women from
diverse backgrounds appointed to boards
and committees. 

The inaugural results will provide us with
the opportunity to better understand our
membership composition; expand our
recruitment strategies; publicise the
difference between the availability of
qualified culturally diverse women and
board appointments; develop events
suited to our culturally diverse members;
develop a benchmark and build trend 
data over time; and share our members’
perspectives.

The survey was developed based on
Diversity Council Australia's 'Counting
Culture Benchmark' survey and used top
ABS categories for the survey answers.
Additional questions were added to
provide context for Women on Boards'
membership.

The online survey was undertaken from
13 - 25 July 2021.  It was distributed via
WOB's email newsletters and posted to
WOB's social media platforms (LinkedIn,
Instagram, Twitter and Facebook).  The
survey received a positive response rate
with 629 responses, 

Respondents had the option of providing
anonymous responses or sharing their
name if they felt comfortable.

62%
have worked 

 overseas

97%
identified as

female

91%
67% 40+ years 

of age

62% currently sit 
on a board

Women on 
Board members

As my appearance is white
European, when I personally meet
people they seem to be fine, but
when they haven't met with me yet
and see my foreign name or hear my
accent over the phone they can be
dismissive.

Sample Snapshot
Respondent comment

629 responses
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Cultural Diversity Defined
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DCA, Capitalising on Culture: A Study of Cultural Diversity amongst Australian Senior Executives and their Immediate Pipeline, Sydney,
DCA,  2011. DCA, Leading the Asian Century: A National Scorecard of Australia’s Workforce Asia Capability, Sydney, DCA, 2015.

Cultural Diversity has multiple aspects.
Cultural diversity includes both objective and
subjective aspects of people's cultural background.
Cultural diversity include cultural identity.

Cultural diversity means having a a mix of people from
different cultural backgrounds - it can include differences
in cultural/ethnic identity (how we identify ourselves and
how others identify us), language, country of birth,
religion, heritage/ancestry, national origin, and/or race."

The cultural diversity definition recognises that:

2 

 ‘CULTURE’ describes a common

heritage or set of beliefs, norms and

values shared by a group, which shape

the behaviours expected in a particular

situation and how behaviour is

interpreted.

‘CULTURAL DIVERSITY’ refers to

variation between people in terms

of how they identify and how they

are identified based on a range of

dimensions including ancestry,

ethnicity, ethno-religiosity,

language, national origin, race,

and/or religion.

2

According to Diversity Council Australia:1

Diversity Council Australia (O’Leary, J. and Groutsis D.), Cultural Diversity Definition, Sydney, Diversity Council Australia, 26 June 2020.1

Cultural Backgrounds of Senior Leaders in Australian Organisations 
(Chief Executives and Other ‘C-Suite’ Leaders)

 

Anglo-Celtic                   75.9                                      58                                          +17.9

European                       19.0                                      18                                            +1.0

Non-European                 4.7                                       21                                          -16.3

Indigenous                       0.4                                         3                                          - 2.6

Cultural background     Percentage                       Percentage of                  Percentage over/under
                                      of senior leaders                Australian population      representation (+/-)

Australian Human Rights Commission, Leading for Change: A Blueprint for Cultural Diversity and Inclusive Leadership Revisited, Sydney,
AHRC, 2018.

4

2

3 
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33%

The Business Case for 
Cultural Diversity
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ethnically
diverse teams
are 33% more

likely to
outperform

their peers on
profitability

Respondent comment

8% unsure 
of their 
membership 
status  

There is a compelling case for    
 organisations to embrace cultural
diversity. Getting it right on cultural
diversity assists in attracting talent and
will improve decision-making and
performance. 

In a recent international study of gender
and ethnic diversity, involving a sample of
more than 1000 companies across 12
countries, McKinsey & Company found
that companies with the most ethnically
diverse executive teams (in both absolute
representation and also in ethnic mix) are
33% more likely to outperform their peers
on profitability. 

.

Australian Human Rights Commission, Leading for Change: A Blueprint for Cultural Diversity and Inclusive Leadership Revisited,

Sydney, AHRC, 2018.

Hunt et al., Delivering through Diversity, 2018. This study examined both gender and ethnic diversity. Its findings for ethnic diversity,

however, were drawn from a 2017 data set relating to ‘racial and cultural diversity in six countries where the definition of ethnic diversity

was consistent and our data were reliable’. This compares with the 12 countries used for other parts of the study.

In addition, there is a penalty for not being
ethnically diverse: those in the fourth
quartile of ethnic diversity for their
executive teams are 29% more likely to
underperform their peers on profitability  

McKinsey’s findings indicate that the
correlation between ethnic diversity and
profitability may be even higher than that
between gender diversity and profitability. 

The top quartile of companies for gender
diversity on their executive teams were
only 21% more likely to experience above-
average profitability (compared with 33%
for the top quartile of ethnically diverse
executive teams).

.... findings indicate that the correlation
between ethnic diversity and profitability may be
even higher than that between gender diversity

and profitability

2

1

2

1

more 
likely
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18% our membership are Multilingual

72 different languages are spoken in our membership

Our Key Diversity Indicators
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6537%
different  countries 

of birth

England (4.4%)
India (3.48%)
New Zealand (2.41%)
Malaysia (1.9%)
South Africa (1.3%)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

our membership is Bicultural51%

Altogether

Top 5 languages spoken (other than English)
    1. French    2. Italian     3.  German     4. Hindi      5. Spanish

of our membership has Global Experience63%

Altogether our members have worked in         different countries72

Top 5 Global Experience
Britain     2. USA     3.  New Zealand    4. Singapore   5. Germany1.

115 different cultural backgrounds / ethnicities

Top 5 Cultural Backgrounds / Ethnicities represented
1. Australian (71.1%)  2. English (18.2%)   3. Irish (6.2%)    

3.  Italian (4.8%).  5. Scottish (4.6%)

of respondents
were born
overseas

(c/f 32% in the
Australian
Workforce)

(Census 2016)

18

Christianity (49%)
No religion (40.4%)
Hinduism (2.4%)
Judaism (1.9%)
Islam (0.8%)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

(identify with more than 
one cultural background)

The data below follows the framework recommended by Diversity Council Australia as key data that
organisations should collect and report.  This data relates to respondents who identified as 'Women on 
Boards members', not all respondents. Other data in this report relates to ALL respondents, unless specified.

different Religions

Diversity Council Australia/University of Sydney Business School (R. D’Almada- Remedios, D. Groutsis, A. Kaabel, and J. O’Leary) 
Counting Culture: Towards a Standardised Approach to Measuring and Reporting on Workforce Cultural Diversity in Australia, 
Sydney, Diversity Council Australia, 2021.

1

1
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0.6%

0% 25% 50% 75%

Australian 

English 

Irish 

Italian 

Chinese 

Scottish 

NZ 

Malaysian 

German 

Greek 

36%

4%

1%

0.3%

0.3%

Cultural Background / Ethnicity

Identify as Aboriginal or
Torres Strait Islander
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 68%

Cultural Background 
(10 most selected)

6%

5%

4%

4%

4%

3%

2%

2%

Bicultural breakdown

2

3

4

5

6

African, American, Arabic, Ashkenazi- European Jewish, Assyrian, Australian, Australian - Indigenous, Basque,

Bengali, Brazil, British, Bulgarian, Burmese, Canadian, Chinese, Croatian, Cuban, Czech, Danish, Dutch, East

African, English, Eritrean, Estonian, Ethiopian, Eurasian, European, Filipino, Finnish, , French, Frysian, German,

Ghanaian, Greek, Gujarati, Hungarian, Indian, Finnish, Indonesian, Irish, Italian, Jamaican, Japanese, Jewish,

Kenyan, Korean, Latin American, Lebanese, Lithuanian, Macedonian, Maharashtrian, Malayali, Malaysian, Maltese,

Maori, Mauritian, New Zealander, Nigerian, Northern Irish, Norwegian, Pakistani, Persian, Polish, Portuguese,

Punjabi, Québécois, Russian, Samoan, Scandinavian, Scottish, Scottish, Seychellois, Singaporean, Sinhalese, South

African, South American, South Indian, Spain, Sri Lankan, Sudanese, Eritrean, Swiss, Tamil, Thai, Tongan,

Ukrainian, Urdu, Vanuatu, Vietnamese, Welsh, Yugoslav, Zimbabwean

 

Respondents identified 92 cultural backgrounds

42% Identify as 
bicultural

# Cultures 

There is a clear lack of understanding on what cultural diversity
means. Australians are more aligned with multi-culturalism than
they are the cultures of its First Nations peoples. Cultural
awareness training is generally run by city based peoples who
do not always understand the on ground protocols of the Elders
and community.

Key findings

Survey respondent

4%

We have to value the thoughts, skills, lived experiences, and
networks of a whole range of people and ensure their perspectives
are incorporated into our decision making. It makes good business
sense…We can't possibly be making decisions that are in the best
interests of all stakeholders when we aren't close to
representative. …I'm particularly concerned about the under-
representation of Indigenous people on Australian Boards. We
can't possibly work towards reconciliation while we marginalise
First People's voices.“
Marcella Lazarus, GAICD 
WOB Cultural Diversity Committee, Survey Co-developer
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34%

Identifying as 'Australian'

Identified as Australian only
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 68%

 16%

33%

Did not identify as 
Australian

Identified as Australian 
plus other cultures

33%

34%

27%

4%

1%

0.3%

0.3%

Identified as Australian
Aust only

Aust + 1 other culture

Aust + 2

Aust + 3

Aust + 4

Aust + 5

Cultural diversity acquired through living across more
than one culture, supports understanding and
awareness of different perspectives and cultures,
including organisation culture. These skills help to
understand different facets of Australian society, as
well as conduct international business.
Respondent comment

Cultural diversity is important 
but in addition more than 20% 
of our population identify as
disabled and I think that sector is
often forgotten or put in the too
hard basket.
Respondent comment

Key findings

WOB’s inaugural survey on cultural
diversity is an important new
contribution to the growing discourse on
the importance of cultural diversity on
boards.

Belinda Howell, GAICD 
WOB Cultural Diversity Committee
Survey Co-developer
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 68%

 16%

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

English only 

French 

German 

Italian 

Hindi 

Spanish 

Cantonese 

Mandarin 

Indonesian 
18%

speak more than
one langauge

 82%

 8%

5%

5%

4%

Languages Spoken
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4%

2%

2%

2%

Africaans

Amharic 

Arabic

Assyrian

Australian Indigenous

Languages

Bahasa 

Malayalam

Bengali

Bislama 

Bosnian

Bulgarian

Canadian

Cantonese

Catalan 

Croatian

Danish

Dutch

English

Farsi

Finnish

Swedish

French

Frysian 

Gaelic

German

Greek

Gujarati

Hebrew

Hindi

Hokkien

Hungarian

Indonesian

Irish

Italian

Japanese

Kalabari

Kannada

Kiswahili 

Korean

Lozi

Bemba 

Swahili

Macedonian

Malay

Maltese

Mandarin

Maori

Marathi

Norwegian

Pidjin English 

Polish

Portuguese

Punjabi

Romanian

Russian

Samoan

Serbian

Seselwa Kreol

Shona 

Sinhalese

Solomon Islands Pidgin

Spanish

Swahili

Swedish

Tagalog

Tamil

Tetum

Thai

Urdu

Vietnamese

Yoruba

73 languages spoken

Most frequent languages spoken

We have a long way to go in Australia to recognise the strength that cultural
diversity brings to boards. Map cultural diversity on boards against the
multicultural/ NESB/CALD population of Australia/ state/local jurisdiction that
an organisation’s stakeholders come from and it will be evident how little
representation Boards have considered the changing nature of our society and
the increasing need for cultural diversity on Boards.
Respondent comment

Key findings
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 68%

 16%

0% 25% 50% 75%

Australia 

Britain 

India 

New Zealand 

Malaysia 

USA 

South Africa 

0% 25% 50% 75%

Less 1 year 

1-4 years 

5-9 years 

10-14 years 

15-19 years 

20+ years 

Angola 

Australia

Bangladesh

Bosnia 

Brazil

Britain

Bulgaria

Burma Myanmar

Canada

Chile

China

Colombia

Cote D'Ivoire

Denmark

Egypt

El Salvador

Eritrean 

Ethiopia

Fiji

Finland

France

Germany

Greece

Hong Kong

Hungary

India

Indonesia

Iran

Ireland

Italy

Jamaica

Kenya

Khartoum-Sudan

Malaysia

Morocco

Netherlands 

New Zealand

Nigeria

Northern Ireland

Pakistan

Papua New Guinea

Peru

Philippines

Poland

Republic of Korea

Romania

Russia

The "white package' rules. If one is
female and culturally diverse - there
are in built barriers to entry - that is
the reality.

60%

 9%

3%

3%

Country of Birth

3%

Country of Birth
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Scotland

Shona 

Singapore

South Africa

Spain

Sri Lanka

Switzerland

Taiwan

Thailand

The Netherlands

Uganda

USA

Vanuatu

Vietnam

Zambia

Zimbabwe

63 countries of birth identified

40%
were not born
in Australia

2%

2%

Years since first came to 
Australia to live

67%

14%

8%

7%

2%

2%

Respondent comment

Key findings
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0 5 10 15

Hinduism 

Judaism 

Islam 

Sikhism 

Catholic 

Buddhism 

Greek Orthodox 

Aust Abor'l Rel/Spirit 

Lutheran 

60%

Religion
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 15%

48% 40%
No religion

Other Religions

Cultural diversity is still a very new thing in
Australia. The assumption often made is the
so long as the person is not white Australian,
they are culturally diverse.  There is also a
degree of tokenism - for example, I am asked
to be on boards merely to enable it to tick
the diversity box, I am treated as a token
presence, etc.
Respondent comment

Key findings

Christian

 13%

     5%

     5%

     9%

     4%

     3%

     2%

     4%
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Global Experience
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 68%

 16%

60%

48%

Worked overseas 6+ months

Abu Dhabi

Africa

Argentina

Austria

Bahamas

Bahrain

Bangladesh 

Belgium

Brazil

Brunei

Burkina Faso

Burma Myanmar

Cameroon

Canada

Chile

China

Colombia

Cote d 'Ivloire

Cuba

Denmark

DRC

Egypt

El Salvador

Equatorial Guinea

Ethiopia

Europe 

Fiji

Finland

France

Greece

Guatemala

Hungary 

Iceland

India

Iran

Iraq

Ireland

Israel

Jordan

Kazakhstan 

Kenya

Sudan

Korea

Korea

Lesotho

Malaysua

Maldives

Malta

Marshall Islands

Mauritius

Mongolia

Netherland

Nigeria

Northern Ireland 

Norway

Oman 

Pacific Islands

Pakistan

Papua New Guinea

Peru

Philippines

Qatar

Republic of Ireland

Romania

Russia

Rwanda

Saudi Arabia

Scotland

Seychelles

Singapore

Slovenia

Solomon Islands 

South Africa

South Korea

Respondents have worked in 102 overseas countries 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Britain 

USA 

New Zealand 

Singapore 

Hong Kong 

Germany 

India 

44%

25%

12%

8%

5%

5%

5%

Countries Worked

     9%

Key findings

Soviet Union

Spain

Sri Lanka

Sudan

Sweden

Switzerland

Syria

Taiwan

Tanzania

Thailand

Timor-Leste

Togo

Turkey

UAE

Uganda

Ukraine

Vanuatu

Zambia 

Zimbabwe 

Raising awareness and educating Boards, Chairs
and Recruiters to firstly see how white privilege
impacts others is critical, along with explaining
the benefits of recruiting board members who
don’t come from your old networks and don’t
look/sound/think like you.

Ruth Medd
WOB Executive Chair
Cultural Diversity Committee Founder
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 68%

60%

30%

0% 25% 50% 75%

Definitely 

Probably 

No 

Unsure 

53% 17%

Missing out on opportunities
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 16%

30% of respondents said
they've 'definitely or
probably'  missed out on
opportunities because of
their cultural background

19%

11%

61%

8%

53% of those NOT born in
Australia said they missed out
on opportunities because of

their cultural background
 

Country of birth appears to makes a difference

17% of respondents born in
Australia said they have

missed out on opportunities
because of their cultural

background
 

Born Overseas
 

Born in Australia
 

Felt have missed out due 
to cultural background

As my appearance is white European, when I personally meet
people they seem to be fine, but when they haven't met with me
yet and see my foreign name or hear my accent over the phone
they can be dismissive. 
Respondent comment

Key findings

Generally speaking, there isn't much cultural diversity on board. It seems to
be the same people recycled around and around, and often you hear "merit"
used as the basis for a decision to re-appoint someone or appoint someone
they already know. Culturally diverse people are often invisible to board
recruitment firms because they often don't form part of their regular
networks.
Respondent comment

I have experienced the value of
cultural diversity in committees
and Boards. Diverse
experiences, approaches, ideas
can be invaluable. And usually
makes the Board work together
more effectively and achieve
better results.
Respondent comment
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"During interviews, I have had people
commenting on what role would be suited to
me, before I had a chance to answer any
questions about my professional
background to then deny me the role I
applied for."

"Australians are not always accepting of
professional experience gained
internationally - particularly at the C-Suite
and board level."

"Have over 20 years of high-level
international experience. Unable to gain
board position beyond unpaid not for profit."

"I think I have missed out on opportunities
because of my gender (woman), more than
because of my cultural background."

"Major meetings & events are held on
Religious days when work is prohibited." 

"As my appearance is white European, when
I personally meet people they seem to be
fine, but when they haven't met with me 
 and see my foreign name or hear my accent
over the phone, they can be dismissive." 

"Difficult to pinpoint and it is not about a
particular opportunity. This has a lot to do
with how and what an organisation values in
terms of contributions."

"My observation is that, regardless of
gender, Australians tend to rely upon
networks formed (predominantly in private
secondary schools) which form the basis of
their recruitment network later in life. As
someone who was educated in many schools
across multiple countries, I do not have
access to these networks."

"Maybe not specifically my cultural
background, but because I'm not white."

"I think people underestimate the extent to
which they rely upon long-standing
networks (and confirmation bias arising
from cultural familiarity) when filling
opportunities."

"My accent arrived before I could explain
my background and experience."

"Sometimes I wonder if people look at my
surname and make assumptions about the
kind of person I am."

"Women of colour are often overlooked.
Prejudice and discrimination are key
factors."

"When I came to Australia, there were
comments about New Zealanders, and, in
particular, the fact that Australians had
no need to learn anything from us. This
may have meant some internal project
work I was interested in did not come
easily."

"No direct discrimination but additional
barriers."

"My name is atypical, and I found it hard
to get interviews until I added "Australian
citizen" or "Born and raised in Victoria" to
my applications." 

"Each point of diversity is an additional
barrier I have to overcome. My senior
managers used a number of excuses why I
wasn't good enough to be given a senior
title, even though I was working at and
managing responsibilities way above my
pay grade."

"It's hard to tell if any specific opportunity
was missed because of my culture -
feedback on many such opportunities is
not usually forthcoming."

"My name, rather than my culture, leads
to discrimination from some people."

"Not having an Angelo surname, I
definitely feel that has created some
discrimination regarding opportunities."

"I was surprised as I’d done the medical 
 and it seemed a formality. When I
discovered the successful candidate it
was…an Italian man."

Women on Boards Australia P/L P/L

Comment Snapshot
In response to the question asking "do you feel you have missed out on
opportunities because of your cultural background?"

Key findings
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 68%

 16%

60%

67%

Born
Overseas

Country of  Birth appears to makes a difference

53%

Born in 
Australia

70% 5%

10%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Not for profit 

Government 

ASX 

Private company 

Association 

Other 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Not for profit 

Government 

ASX 

Private company 

Association 

Other 

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Not for profit 

Government 

ASX 

Private company 

Association 

Other 

less likely to sit on a Board;
more likely to sit on a Board domiciled outside Australia; and
less likely to sit on a Government Board. (NB we didn't ask if they are an 

Results indicate that overseas born respondents are:

       Australian citizen, which may impact this answer)

The Board Impact
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67% of all respondents
currently sit on a board
or committee

80%

25%

3%

24%

24%

9%

76%

19%

2%

21%

23%

11%

82%

28%

3%

25%

25%

9%

Type of Board

Type of Board

born overseas sit on boards
domiciled
overseas

Australian born
sit on boards

domiciled
overseas

Type of Board

Key findings



"Cultural diversity acquired through living
across more than one culture, supports
understanding and awareness of different
perspectives and cultures, including
organisational culture. These skills help to
understand different facets of Australian
society, as well as conduct international
business."

"Cultural diversity is a must on all boards. It
is a sad state that even in the Boards of
NFP migrant, refugee & other multicultural
organisations, the CEO & majority of the
board positions are held by predominantly
white men, and now days by white females
who take the position with a good heart to
help, but help is not what is needed."

"Cultural diversity is still a very new thing in
Australia. The assumption often made is the
so long as the person is not white
Australian, they are culturally diverse.
There is also a degree of tokenism - for
example, I am asked to be on boards merely
to enable it to tick the diversity box, I am
treated as a token presence."

"Culture starts at the top. Australia is a
multicultural country and to truly reflect
the customers and communities that our
organisations serve, our boards need to
reflect cultural diversity, as well as gender
diversity. I’m conscious of our responsibility
to make sure all women thrive - that we
don’t change from male, pale and stale to
female, pale and stale. I have raised cultural
diversity in panels and haven’t obtained any
traction. Having a critical mass of women -
culturally diverse women - would yield so
many cultural benefits and contribute to
better business policies and strategies."

"Feel more of an issue with gender diversity
than cultural diversity. Also age."

"Although there can be strong linkages,
diversity of relevant experiences and ideas
has been more valuable to board decisions
than identity, race, religion."

"Apart from one Board I sat on for an
organisation supporting migrants and
refugees, there is virtually no cultural
diversity on any of the Boards I sit on. That
includes virtually no Indigenous
representation." 
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"All very white male and if there are women
they have been from same white privileged
background."

"Although there can be strong linkages,
diversity of relevant experiences and ideas
has been more valuable to board decisions
than identity, race, religion."

"Time and time again we see a bunch of
old-boys seat warming and not driving
change, innovation or future sustainability
decisions."

"Asian women and Asian men are totally
under represented. Huge stereotype of
being meek and subservient."

"Barriers still exist in identifying and
supporting CALD membership on boards.
We still passively seek appointments and
need to continue to actively engage with
culturally diverse communities to increase
the opportunity to appoint diverse boards."

"It is exhausting at times, where experience
of discrimination can be wearing, and I have
often felt that I had to prove myself
whereas I perceive others are accepted on
face value. Do I hold back from ‘putting
myself out there’ for a Board position
thinking that failure is inevitable because
of my diversity? ....I have been blessed with
committed mentors who evolve naturally
through working relationships." 

"Definite lack of diversity generally - ie.
cultural, gender, neuro-diversity."

"Despite diversity and inclusion being
topical the last few years from a workplace
perspective, especially in regards to board
directorships, the cultural diversity piece
leaves much to be desired. Some sectors
are better than others, still a long way to
go."

"Diversity in all its forms needs to be
normalised. Cultural diversity is a common
sense area to focus on given the cultural
diversity of the Australian population."

"Diversity of thinking is also critical and
this does not necessarily mean cultural  Too
many women on boards - like me look just
like the traditional men we replaced." 
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Comment Snapshot
Responses, views on "Cultural Diversity on Boards"

Key findings
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60%

Next Steps: Our Commitment
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Review and refine the way we collect and interpret member information, e.g

October 2021 we added ethnicity to our sign up and profile forms.

Conduct this survey annually and encourage our members to undertake similar

surveys within their organisation.

Take proactive steps to raise awareness of culturally diverse and First Nations

women in the WOB network who are seeking board roles.

Continue to award at least two scholarships to attend our public Women in

Leadership Program per annum (3 awarded October 2021 program).

Following this survey, Women on Boards Australia will commit to the following

steps and actions:

Continue to support our Cultural Diversity Committee and provide resources to

actively promote cultural diversity in board and leadership roles.

Remain proud members of Diversity Council Australia and continue to work and

report in line with its recommended framework.

Support out Cultural Diversity Committee to actively promote and champion

culturally diverse women through profiles and story telling.

Proactively use our network and advocacy platform to educate our members 

and promote cultural diversity in board and leadership roles.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
Continually seek to improve our survey each year, e.g  in 2022 we will add a

question on citizenship to better understand Government board appointments.9

10

 

Be more culturally aware and inclusive in our WOB training programs and 

branding.

Women on Boards has committed to 10 actions which include
actively promoting and championing culturally diverse and First
Nations women into board roles and critically reviewing our own
training programs, practices and branding to ensure we become
more inclusive.
Nicole Donegan
WOB Chief Operating Officer 
WOB Cultural Diversity Committee 
Survey Co-developer



0%
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Collating diversity data and facts, telling stories and collaborating with bodies in Australia who act and
promote cultural diversity, to enlarge the influence of our collective action and accelerate progress.
Influencing and raising awareness to increase understanding and promote a bias to action; including
creating opportunities for culturally diverse women to connect, network and interact with decision
makers.
Creating a mentorship program promoting diverse women into leadership roles in Australia 

Women on Boards has been working since 2006 to address gender inequity in the boardroom and across
leadership roles.  We are a recognised leader in the ecosystem of organisations and networks promoting
and supporting women; dedicated to breaking down barriers to entry into leadership and onto boards. We
have a track-record of success and are known for our strategic and practical events and programs. Our aim is
to have 40 per cent of these roles occupied by women by 2025. 

As strong advocates for women, WOB works across organisations and  sectors and with Government on a
meaningful and strategic policy and cultural change agenda 
for gender equity.

Cultural Diversity Committee

Women on Boards Diversity Committee (CDC) was established in 2020 with the aim of addressing barriers to
opportunity and access to leadership and board & committee roles for culturally diverse women in Australia. 

While Women on Board’s mission is to encourage and increase the assignment of women on boards, it also
recognises that correcting the cultural diversity imbalance within our gender is also an important step toward
achieving optimally functioning boards. Our CDC is working to address the barriers to opportunity and
access to leadership roles for diverse women. Only a truly diversified leadership structure can begin to
address existing inequities at a systemic level.

Key areas of focus for the Committee:
1.

2.

3.
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About Women on Boards

(Pictured L-R in top image)
Mahjabeen Zaman (CHAIR), Senior Investment Specialist, Citi; Ivett Guerra, Future Students Manager, Australian

Catholic University; Belinda Howell, Board Member Dunmore Lang College, Macquarie University; Malini Raj, Head of

Strategy (Multicultural Community Banking), Commonwealth Bank; Miriam George, Diversity and Inclusion Manager, 

 City of Parramatta; Sara Pantaleo, Founder, Affari SP, NED & Chair; Bernadette Masbayi, Community Engagement

Officer, Office of Multicultural Interests-Dept of Local Government Sport & Cultural Industries; Jess Grills, Head

Paralegal, Allens; Ruth Medd, WOB Executive Chair; Lil Bianchi, Non Executive Director. Chair Audit & Risk Committee.

GAICD. Business transformation, technology & risk; Marcella Lazarus, Director & Founder, Growing Organisations;

Nicole Donegan, COO WOB

Women on Boards' Cultural Diversity Committee

https://www.womenonboards.net/en-au/reference-items/au_about/wob-history
https://www.womenonboards.net/en-AU/Events
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Our cultural identity is made up of many aspects – for example, an
employee may be born in Australia, have Lebanese ancestry,
speak English, Arabic and French, and identify as Christian – and
these all have relevance to their experience of inclusion at work. 

Six Principles to Mapping 
Cultural Diversity 
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In developing this survey, WOB has been guided by the following 'six principles'
developed by DCA on how organisations map cultural diversity in a way that is respectful,
accurate, inclusive, and well suited to the multiculturalism of Australian businesses.

Diversity Council Australia (O’Leary, J. and Groutsis D.) Counting Culture: 
Six Principles for Measuring the Cultural Diversity of Your Workplace, Sydney, Diversity Council Australia, 2019.

DCA recommends organisations recognise Aboriginal and/or
Torres Strait Islander Australians’ unique position by separating
Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander peoples from the broad
category of ‘cultural diversity’ when Counting Culture.

Counting Culture encourages organisations to adopt an identity-
based definition of cultural diversity, which recognises the
significant impact identity – how we see ourselves and how others
see us – has on our experience of inclusion at work. 

Ensure you go beyond simple headline ‘culturally diverse’
statistics (e.g. ‘Are you culturally diverse?’) so you’re able to
generate rich, valuable workforce insights.

Intersectionality refers to the way that multiple aspects of
diversity, like age, sexual orientation and gender identity, come
together or ‘intersect’ and form part of our identity – and
therefore our experience of inclusion at work. 

Comparing the degree and breadth of cultural assets in your
organisation against those found in Australia’s general community,
in your industry, in key labour market pools or in your customer
base will let you see how well your workforce reflects and can
therefore attract, respond to and service this cultural diversity.

1

1

Appendix 1
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